Started with your followers attacking the history of Al-Ansar by using ways and means of doubt,
deceptions and what was done by Al-Ansar from fight and jihad in the name of God. And for your
knowledge my dear brother we are working as one unite with one curriculum since the mid of the
nineties and what we have done are witnessed by many elements and trusted characters.
Second Stage:
And due to those issues the birth of hate against Al-Ansar begins which have reflected on their word
and actions.
Third Stage (The dangerous stage):
When your elements attacked and allows our blood to be shed free, also many word of insults against
our princes ( Amir’s) and al- mujahdeen and whomever fall in there hands have suffered the same
type of insults and attacks physically and psychologically, but no power but in the hand of God.
Fourth Stage:
Due to the negative reflections that we have faced from your elements which has become the ways
and means from your mujahdeen, thus brought our men to a wondering stage toward you and toward
whom who supports mujahdeen.
Fifth Stage:
Which the last stage, that have brought all elements of resistance in the field to work on protecting
themselves against the elements of your group.
If you look to the amount of damages that we have suffered, which I have explained to you many
times through our letter, we have been patience and we concentrated our effort on fighting the enemy
and his supporters.
But this problem becoming like a sting of a needles in our bed, and we took every cautious to avoid
using the weapons to fight mujahdeen with every single efforts we have.
Dear brother..
We have created committees to address the problems and issues we have but they faced nothing but
failures due to the following reasons
1. Avoiding the problem in every meeting we have ever had, and your only answer is to become
one unite without facing the source of the problems.
2. We have noticed in some of our meeting forging the truth of the factual , for instance if we
gathered in one of our meeting, it was published by those that the reason for our meeting is to
unify the two group, but their some obstacles ( personal and psychological) which dose stand
in front of the unity.

We have conducted many meeting on the highest levels of the leadership of the two groups which
have included religious secular the deputy of Amir’s from your side, and every time you have
promised to find a way to resolve the problems but without fruits, but we see the issues becoming
worse.
Dear brother..
In your letter, you have asked what can we do and are the remedy? Here are our recommendations as
an advice between us as Muslims; I hope it will be looked at with importance.

